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WE ARE EXCITED ABOUT 
 

Welcoming two Tony Award winners to our stage! 
 

        Here at San Diego REP, we consider 

the artists we continually work with to be “part 

of our family.” Javier Velasco, the Artistic 

Director of San Diego Ballet Dance Company, 

has choreographed many a musical with us 

and Steve Gunderson has worked both on our 

stages and off as Musical Director. And some 

of you may already know that Gunderson and 

Velasco are the award-winning team that brought you Suds: The Rockin’60s Musical 

Soap Opera and Back to Bacharach and David.  

  So when they came to us with the idea of building a show around the music of 

Harry Nilsson—Harry who?—we looked at each other a little perplexed. But because of 

our relationship with them and their fabulous track-record, we trusted their vision and 

got on board for a ride that has been both enlightening and entertaining.  

We got an early sneak peak into this world premiere production last April during a 

workshop of this musical with Alice Ripley and Gregory Jbara. Even at that early stage, 

we were blown away. It not only showcased Gunderson’s incredible musical 

arrangements, but with an incredible band lead by Korrie Paliotta, some how six 

musicians sounded like 26. With Greg, Alice, and the additional voice of Kürt Norby, we 

knew this was going to be a stellar event. 

Steve and Javier had clearly crafted Nilsson’s evocative and heartfelt repertoire 

into a song cycle that charts the many stages of life from innocence to adulthood. And 

once we heard all of the songs that Nilsson wrote or sang, we recognized him as 

someone we all grew up with in one way or another: "Everybody’s talkin’ at me…”; 

“Can't live, if living is without you…”; “One is the loneliest number…”; “You put the lime 

in the coconut....” and many more. 

      It’s no wonder the two- time Grammy Award winning 

Nilsson has been called "the most famously anonymous 

composer and performer of our time." Even 20 years after 

his death, he is still best known to the masses for two songs 

he didn’t even write. But now his special genius is on display 

in a beautifully moving way thanks to the inspiration and 

dedication of Gunderson and Velasco. While this show 

doesn’t have the plot or character storyline of a traditional 

musical, the piece mirrors Nilsson’s own duality through the use of two commentators 



 

(Greg and Alice) who reflect on shared experiences about their lives from very different 

viewpoints. And if you follow the emotional through line, you can see there notable 

growth and development within this concert/song cycle. 

Luckily, when Steve and Javier were talking about this project, they found 

kindred spirits in Tony Award winners Gregory Jbara and Alice Ripley, fellow Nilsson 

aficionados. They both were eager to celebrate the reach and 

range of his music. (And I should note that Nilsson’s music is 

not something that is easily labeled as any one genre or 

sound. That is what makes this show so fascinating. I mean, 

how do you fit a song from the film Popeye—which Nilsson 

composed the soundtrack to—next to the heartfelt “One?”) 

While some of you might recognize Jbara as “Deputy 

Commissioner Moore” on the television show Blue Bloods, he 

also created the role of “Dad” in Billy Elliot the Musical on 

Broadway. This is his first time working with us and we feel 

lucky to have him. 

Alice Ripley is well-known for having originated leading  
 

roles in a number of Broadway musicals, including Side  
 

Show and the Pulitzer Prize-winning Next to Normal. We are  
 

thrilled to have her back on our stage, as it has been many 
years since she performed in the San Diego REP hit: Six  
 

Women With Brain Death, Or Expiring Minds Want to  
 

Know. 
Plus, we have the pleasure of working with Gregg 

Barnes, two-time Tony Award winning costume designer, for 

this show as well. So watch out! We have so many inspiring 

talents attached to this show, the stage might just explore 

with creativity. 
 

Ultimately, whether you are a die-hard Nilsson fan, 
joyfully bonding for hours over lyrics and trivia with other 
Nilsson enthusiasts, or—like a good majority of others—find 
yourself saying, “Wow! That’s a Harry Nilsson song?,” you 
can find something of interest in this man’s story and 
songbook, both of which are colored by nostalgia. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

The mission of San Diego Repertory Theatre is to 

produce intimate, exotic, provocative theatre. We 

promote a more inclusive community through vivid works 

that nourish progressive political and social values and 

celebrate the multiple voices of our region. San Diego 

Repertory Theatre feeds the curious soul.  

 



 

INTERESTING TIDBITS 
 

 

WHAT IS NILSSON KNOWN 

FOR? 

1. He was a fine interpreter of 

other songwriters, and wrote 

several songs that became hits 

for other artists   

2. He captured the twisted 

whimsy and jaunty humor of 

the Beatles so perfectly he was 

sometimes considered the 

"American Beatle"  

3. He accompanied John 

Lennon on his infamous "Lost 

Weekend" of binge partying in 

1974. 

4. Singing and/or writing many 

well-known songs such as: 

Everybody’s Talkin’, One, 

Coconut, Without You, and Me 

and My Arrow. 

NILSSONISMS 

 

“I do believe that most men live lives of quiet 

desperation. For despair, optimism is the only 

practical solution. Hope is practical. Because 

eliminate that and it's pretty scary. Hope at least 

gives you the option of living.” 

 

“I was on acid and I looked at the trees and I 

realized that they all came to points, and the little 

branches came to points, and the houses came to 

point. I thought, 'Oh! Everything has a point, and if 

it doesn't, then there's a  

point to it.'” 

 

“I can’t deal with the fact  

that I am still questioning…  

Same question I was asking 

when I was seven years old” 

 

“If everyone were happy,  

there would never be a love  

song.” 

 

“Without hope, what is there? Hope is IT.” 

 

 

In 1968, one of Nilsson’s 

albums made it to the hands of 

the Beatles; they instantly 

became fans. At a press 

conference, when asked who 

their favorite American artist 

was, Lennon and McCartney 

both answered “Nilsson!” 

Harry never appeared live during his career as a 

professional singer. His London TV specials were done 

without an audience, and he lip-synced to his records 

on early TV appearances. He only started doing live 

concerts after his recording contract ended and he 

began to appear at Beatlefest events to campaign for 

gun control after the murder of his great friend John 

Lennon. As he was never paid for these, he 

maintained he retained his “amateur” status as a 

performer until the end of his life. 



 

 

MUSICAL FACTOIDS 

-Music can help reduce 

chronic pain by more than 

20% and can alleviate 

depression by up to 25%. 

 

-A piano covers the full 

spectrum of all orchestra 

instruments, from below 

the lowest note of the 

double bassoon to above 

the top note of the piccolo. 

 

-Warner Music collected 

over US$2 million in 

royalties in 2008 for public 

usage of the "Happy 

Birthday" song. 

 

-None of The Beatles 

could read music. 

 

-Your heartbeat changes 

and mimics the music you 

listen to. 

DID YOU KNOW that love plays a big part in our daily 

lives and is more than just a simple emotion.  

 

-When Two Lovers Gaze At Each Others’ Eyes, Their 

Heart Rates Synchronize. 

 

-Cuddling Releases Natural Painkillers. 

 

-Thinking Of Love And Sex Influences Creativity And 

Concrete Thinking 

 

-Respectively Expressing Gratitude Towards People You 

Love Causes An Immediate Spike In Your Happiness 

 

-Holding A Loved One’s Hand Relieves Pain And Stress 

Harry Nilsson wrote the song “One” after calling 

someone and getting a busy signal. He stayed on the 

line listening to the "beep, beep, beep, beep..." tone 

while he wrote it. The busy signal became the opening 

notes of the song. 

 

 Harry had a fascination with numbers, and his mental acuity was so great that if you told 

him your date of birth, he could instantly tell you which day of the week you were born.  

 

Harry Nilsson admitted that his inability to remember the 

lyrics and melodies of popular songs motivated him to  

write his own music. 

 

Harry Nilsson once performed the Coconut song in a  

gorilla suit! The link you can find here:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tbgv8PkO9eo 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tbgv8PkO9eo


 

1. “THE PERFECT SINGER” 
 

"Harry had all the gifts one needed to be one of the biggest artists of all time" 

 

Interview of biographer Alyn Shipton 
by Joe Bosso (excerpts from 
MusicRadar, July 29, 2013)  

It seems that Harry Nilsson's legacy 
simply won't behave, and in some 
perverse way that's fitting, because he 
certainly didn't like to color inside the 
lines, either. His songs moved like no 
other pop tunes of the time, floating along on waves of wordplay and melodic intervals 
before, finally, caressing your funny bone or stabbing you in the heart (or both).Of 
course, there was that penetrating, sterling voice of his, a rare gift on loan from God 
before He wanted it back, and Harry was all to willing to oblige, drinking, smoking and 
drugging to excess before finally blowing out his pipes during an extended bit of 
carousing with his friend and hero John Lennon in 1974. Harry's wild ride with the likes 
of Lennon, Ringo Starr, Keith Moon and other members of rock royalty is a sizable part 
of the narrative of Nilsson: The Life Of A Singer-Songwriter, Alyn Shipton's definitive 
biography on the late musician, but the author also examines Nilsson's creative lineage 
with exacting detail, chronicling the impulses behind a body of work that drew the 
heavyweights of music into the orbit of the enigmatic and troubled singer-songwriter like 
moths to a flame. Here is the interview: 

J: It's hard to spot the influences in Harry's music. Even in his early work, he seemed to 

arrive as an artist fully formed. 

A: Well, yes and no. I think that's true in the sense of his subject matter and the way he 
delivered it was unlike anybody else. I like the idea that [music publisher] Perry Botkin 
described it in the book, that Harry's idea of how to write a song didn't depend on the 
same chords that everybody else used. Right away, you have somebody who's thinking 
of songs in a new way. The things that Harry always said were influences – The Everly 
Brothers, Ray Charles, The Beatles, obviously – they're all rolled in there. Sometimes 
it's a question of how he put them together, but quite often, you can hear echoes of 
those things. One thing I tried to do in the early part of the book was to see if there was 
a Buddy Holly song or an Everly Brothers tune or a Rolling Stones song that influenced 
him. 

 

J: What's interesting, though, is that Harry seemed to come to music naturally – 
or it came to him, I should say. He didn't have an "Elvis moment" or even a 
"Beatles moment" that defined his decision to pursue music. 



 

A: I think this goes back to his singing uncle. There he is, first as a schoolboy and later 
as a teenager, with John Martin, who was always a natural singer. I think a lot of that 
went into Harry. Of course, John Martin was horrified when Harry's mother tried to get 
him a contract and actually brought a scout to come hear him. They didn't speak for 
months afterwards. But think about it: There's Harry, working in a garage and moving 
tires around, getting engine oil and all those things, but the whole time he's listening to 
his uncle sing. Back at home, he also had his grandmother playing the piano. There 
were musical influences. As you say, there wasn't an epiphany moment, but he was 
surrounded by music and musical people. 

 

J: Harry didn't have the same kind of apprenticeship 
that The Beatles and so many artists had back then. 
He didn't play the clubs for years before he was 
discovered. 

A: That's true, he didn't. This may have had a lot to do 
with the fact that he didn't like performing in public. That 
business of getting up in front of people night after night, 
dealing with hostile audiences, winning them over, was 
never part of his aesthetic at all. He might have been 
very good at it if he did come up that way, but his 
circumstances were quite different. 

 

J: Do you know if he did see The Beatles when they 
appeared on The Ed Sullivan Show? 

A: I wouldn't mind betting he did, but there's no hard evidence that says so. I do know 
that when he and John Marascalco wrote All For The Beatles – Stand Up And Holler, 
which was an eight-millimeter film and single combination – it was a kind of early 
attempt at a music video – they used all the clips from American newsreels of The 
Beatles arriving in New York, going to play on Ed Sullivan and the two concerts they did 
on the East Coast during their very brief first visit to the States. Obviously, if he had 
access to that film material, and he would've because the lyrics were timed to work with 
the way the film was cut, I wouldn't doubt that he saw a recording of the show, even at 
the time. 

 

J: Do you think he bonded with John Lennon over their mutual feelings of father 
abandonment? 

A: I have no idea what they talked about that first night, when Harry was in London for 
three days during the making of the film Skidoo. He said he stayed up with Lennon all 
night and came away with the fur coat that John wore on the cover of Magical Mystery 
Tour, even though it was a couple of sizes too small for him. I imagine they talked about 
it. What do you do when you meet somebody for the first time? You talk about your 
shared interests and experiences. I'm sure that their backgrounds and how they came 



 

into music would have been part of that discussion. What's really clear, though, is that 
meeting was start of a long friendship, and it was deeper than his long, very robust 
friendship with Ringo. 

 

J: Did John and Harry keep in touch with each other during John's five-year 
seclusion period? 

A: As far as I know, they did. There were certainly letters going to and fro. The thing 
about Harry's correspondence is, it's pretty patchy; some of it survived, some of it didn't. 
When he had an assistant working for him who bothered to keep copies of things, you 
can see that Harry made big efforts to keep in touch with lots of people, lots of the time. 
There are the odd indications that he kept up with Lennon. 

 

J: Going to London to work with Richard Perry on Nilsson Schmilsson took Harry 
out of his LA comfort zone. He had to give up a fair amount of control for what 
would be his only big hit album. 

A: Yes, and I think Richard demanded that. What we have to think back on, when the 
two met in the early '70s, it was still a very new idea for a record producer to work as an 
independent and then sell the results back to the record company, even if the artist was 
signed to the very same label. The floating record producer wasn't well-established, and 
Richard was in the running; he was out there as a new breed of producer. I think that 
Harry's taste for the new made Richard appealing to him. The kind of craftsmanship that 
Richard brought to Harry, certainly on Nilsson Schmilsson, making the most perfect take 
of every song and then compiling it like two acts of a play, very seldom happened with 
an in-house producer – there are a few but not 
many. 

J: There was a YouTube video floating 
around recently, "Would John Lennon have 
made it on American Idol?" A lot of rock 
legends – Lennon, Springsteen, Dylan – 
probably wouldn't have cut it, but I think that 
Harry – prime Harry – would have. 

A: His voice was unparalleled. In so many ways, 
he was the perfect singer. I think that if his dislike for appearing in that kind of setting 
could have been overcome, he would have triumphed. You're absolutely right on that. 
Harry had all the gifts one needed to be one of the biggest artists of all time. This is one 
of the great "What ifs?" But I think there's something intangibly special about all the 
artists you named that would have won an audience over – we don't quite know what it 
is. Harry had all of those intangibles, as well, in addition to a voice that could just take 
your breath away. 

Want to read the full interview? Follow the link below for more questions and answers: 

http://www.musicradar.com/us/news/tech/harry-nilsson-biographer-alyn-shipton-talks-

about-the-perfect-singer-581163 

http://www.musicradar.com/us/news/tech/harry-nilsson-biographer-alyn-shipton-talks-about-the-perfect-singer-581163
http://www.musicradar.com/us/news/tech/harry-nilsson-biographer-alyn-shipton-talks-about-the-perfect-singer-581163


 

2. AND THROUGH IT ALL,  

    NILSSON WAS THERE 
If you didn't think you knew the music of Harry Nilsson, think again. Chances are that 

you have seen several of the following films and TV shows that 

included his music. Here are 8 moments where you may have 

experienced his music.  

 

Popeye (1980) wrote all songs except "I'm Popeye the Sailor 

Man" 

Directed by Robert Altman, this film starred Robin Williams and 

Shelley Duvall while Harry Nilsson, taking a break from producing his 

album Flash Harry, wrote the music and lyrics. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG4K5mX7jgk&list=PL17707756

E18C78E1 

 

Midnight Cowboy(1969) & Forrest Gump(1994) - "Everybody's 

Talkin" 

Both major Academy Award winners in Best Picture and Best Director 

as well as having a place in the American Film Institute’s list of the 100 

greatest American films of all time, Midnight Cowboy and Forrest 

Gump became commercial successes and included this popular song. 

The song “Everybody's Talkin’” sold over a million copies and charted 

on both Billboard's "Adult Contemporary" and "Pop Singles" charts, 

reaching #2 and #6 in 1969. Nilsson's single also won a Grammy that 

year. The popular 1969 song has also been featured on Seinfeld, 

Beverly Hills 90210, Futurama, and The Hangover part 3. 

                 Midnight Cowboy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dz6GzKWiIAs 

 

The Muppet Show (1979, episode 410)– "Coconut" 

Created in 1955 by Jim Henson, the Muppets are a 

childhood pop culture staple. This successful franchise 

has produced television series, music recordings, print 

publications, and other media featuring the Muppets 

Characters. In episode 410, a wounded Kermit 

performs "Coconut" from his hospital bed, attended by 

the Doctor and two nurses. The song reached #8 on 

the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 and ranked No. 66 for 1972. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9Qaf5YZ5iU  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG4K5mX7jgk&list=PL17707756E18C78E1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XG4K5mX7jgk&list=PL17707756E18C78E1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dz6GzKWiIAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9Qaf5YZ5iU


 

Goodfellas  (1990) – "Jump Into the Fire" 

Directed by Martin Scorsese and starring Robert De Niro, Ray Liotta, 

and Joe Pesci, GoodFellas is often considered one of the greatest 

films of all time, both in the crime genre and in general. It was 

deemed "culturally significant" and selected for preservation in the 

National Film Registry by the United States Library of Congress. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HdyOVDgKsgA  

 

You've Got Mail (1998) – "I Guess the Lord Must Be in New 

York City" and Remember" 

Starring Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan, this film follows a romantic 

relationship where both parties exchange correspondence, but are 

unaware of the fact that they are business rivals. The film grossed 

more than three times its $65m budget. It grossed $115,821,495 

from the domestic market and $135,000,000 from foreign markets 

for a worldwide total of $250,821,495. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IxGfd55ABI 

 

Bridget Jones' Diary (2001) – "Without You" 

Nilsson's music also made an impact across the pond; the 

British film was a commercial success and had several award 

nominations. The British romantic comedy film is based on 

Helen Fielding's novel of the same name which is a 

reinterpretation of Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. The film stars 

Renée Zellweger, Hugh Grant, and Colin Firth. Although the 

song isn't originally written by Nilsson, his cover version ranked 

at number 1 on the U.S. pop chart for four weeks in 1972. The 

song also spent five weeks atop the U.S. adult contemporary 

chart when Billboard ranked it as the No. 4 song for 1972. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeIWgPHF-fk 

 

The Simpsons (2013 episode, "The Kid Is All 

Right") - "One" (sung by Lisa) 

The Simpsons is the longest-running American sitcom 

and the longest-running American animated program. 

Episode 536 starts out with Lisa walking through the 

school's playground while singing "One." Written by 

Nilsson, the song was made famous by the band 

Three Dog Night, reaching number 5 on the Billboard 

Hot 100. https://vimeo.com/86655864 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HdyOVDgKsgA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IxGfd55ABI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeIWgPHF-fk
https://vimeo.com/86655864


 

3. Comedy In Song  

 

Harry Nilsson often utilized humorous stories in some of his most 

iconic and popular songs, including “Coconut,” which detailed the 

funny story of what happens when you “put the lime in the coconut.” 

He wrote many songs that had humorous lyrics but “Coconut” 

continues to delight audiences across many decades thanks to 

appearances in T.V. shows like The Simpsons, The Muppets, 

ChalkZone, as well as in a Coca-Cola Lime commercial.  

 

The major appeal to comedic music throughout history has been in its power to 

charm any and all by allowing audiences to look at the childishness and silliness in their 

lives, politics, etc. However, this is not a modern invention. In fact, comedy and parody 

in song has been a part of the music culture since the beginning. 

Most notably, comedy through song started to gain 

notoriety in the 17th century with new comedic light 

operas in Europe. These operas would usually be a 

comedic play that included several humorous songs set 

to popular tunes. By the late 19th century shows in 

Europe were mainly musical burlesque that were badly 

translated operettas. These helped to inspire Gilbert & 

Sullivan’s satirical operas H.M.S. Pinafore and The 

Pirates of Penzance, which many believe to be the 

origins of the musical comedy and comedic song writing, 

especially in the United States.  

Most of the origins in American comedic music stem back to the 19th century in 

Tin Pan Alley. Several novelty songs that incorporated humorous lyrics with catchy but 

repetitive music become popular. The trend continued into the 20th century with different 

comedic tactics that included commercial jingles, gimmicks, boop-a-doops (which would 

inspired Betty Boop) silly lyrics, and double entendre.  

Novelty songs were particularly successful in the 1940’s and 50’s. Some notable 

songs include: “Der Fuehrer's Face," "Cocktails for Two," and "I've Got a Lovely Bunch 

of Coconuts."  

The 1950’s saw the most concentrated 

popularity when it came to comedy songs. For 

example, the1952 number one single "(How Much Is) 

That Doggie in the Window?" was actually played so 

often on the radio that it was the center of many 

complaints. Another song called  “Who Put The Bomp 



 

(In the Bomp, Bomp, Bomp, Bomp),” was known for its self-referential lyrics joking about 

the nonsense of tradition doo-wop music (while being itself a doo-wop song). It reached 

its height at #7 on the Billboard’s Hot 100.  

Jumping ahead to the 80’s, Weird Al 

Yankovic, became one of the world’s most iconic 

comedy parodists. His creative usage of parody 

became famous when he took popular songs and 

turned them into humorous caricatures with even 

funnier music videos, some of them including 

“Like A Surgeon” (“Like A Virgin”), “Eat It” (“Beat 

It”) and recently “Foil” (“Royal”) which garnered 

him much critical acclaim as well as five Grammy 

Awards. His success continued into this next 

century and includes multiple appearances on 

T.V. (most recently on the show “Gallivant”).  

 It safe to say that today the success of shows like SNL, Flight of the Concords, 

Key & Peele, Family Guy, Adult Swim, ADHD, and CollegeHumor, plus websites like 

Youtube in which any videos could be uploaded, 

have attributed to a newfound Renaissance of 

comedy and parody music. Thanks to more and 

more immediate media, comedic music has 

regained major popularity in much the same way as 

Weird Al’s combination approach of visual and 

musical comedy. Some novelty songs such as 

“Gangnam Style” and "The Fox (What Does the Fox 

Say?)" are considered two of the most popular 

videos on Youtube. 

In the last twenty years comedic songs from novelty 

to parody have become more commonly integrated into 

the music industry and have enjoyed surprising longevity. 

With such modern comedy and parody artists like Weird 

Al, Flight of the Concords, and anyone singing a variation 

of “Let It Go” on Youtube, the success shows a strong 

audience appeal to humor through song, be it parody 

music, comedy rock, or comedy hip hop. What iteration 

will comedic music take as it continues to grow in the 

future? We shall see.  

  



 

4. BENEFITS OF LISTENING TO MUSIC 
With today's technology, music is now 

accessible to us through our phones, cars and 

computers. Whether you're studying for finals or 

cleaning out your closet, chances are you have 

some music playing in the background. If you 

don’t…maybe you should!  

Gregory Ciotti of Sparring Mind has looked into 

the relationship between music and productivity. 

Music is said to increase productivity, but it depends 

on a number of factors. The first is whether the task is repetitive or 

not. Research has shown that if the task is clear and repetitive, music 

can result in efficiency in performing such a task resulting in higher 

productivity. Secondly, music can impact your work environment. A 

study by Dr. Lesiuk involving information technology specialists, 

showed those who listened to music completed their tasks more 

quickly and came up with better ideas than those who didn’t, because 

the music improved their mood. 

Scientists at the University of Missouri also found that listening to 

upbeat music can boost people’s moods within only a few weeks and the Journal of 

Consumer Research mentioned that people who go through negative experiences 

prefer music that reflects their mood. It turns out that people tend to listen to music that 

lets them identify with that experience. 

 Musical therapy is a technique that has been used for centuries that the American 

Music Therapy Association defines it as “clinical and evidence-based use of music 

interventions to accomplish individualized goals." Dr. Frank Lipman, founder of Eleven-

Eleven Wellness Center in New York City, recommends musical time-outs as a way to 

calm the body and brain with soothing rhythms, to slow down your heart rate, and to 

help you breathe easier.  

But be wary. Although music can be helpful, 

studies also suggest that music can hinder one's 

ability to learn new things. When you listen to lyrics, it 

can often be districting as the language center of your 

brain activates, demanding more attention while trying 

to learn or analyze new information or any language 

task (like writing). If you are working on something 

that doesn't require much concentration, studies 

suggest that classical, electronic, and video game 

music good choices. But of course, music you like should always be a preference. 

“researchers 

suggest 

listening to 

music is an 

effective way 

to reduce 

physiological 

stress.” 



 

5. Let Me Shine: Writers Turned Singers 
 

Harry Nilsson has been an unrecognized songwriter for too long. Surprisingly he is not 

alone. Many creative minds behind hit lyrics go unknown since they aren’t the voices 

who deliver them. But these artists ended up trading their song books for the spotlight.  
 

Pharrell Williams started out as part of a four-

piece "R&B-type" group that performed at a high school 

and were discovered by Teddy Riley. Williams wrote a 

verse for and helped produce for Wreckx-N-Effect's 1992 

hit "Rump Shaker" and performed a small rap solo on 

SWV's second hit, "Right Here (UK Remix)." He would help 

produce for many pop stars including in 2001 Britney 

Spears' single, "I'm a Slave 4 U," gaining their first 

worldwide number one. Pharrell Williams’ solo work 

includes extremely popular songs such as “Frontin’” and “Happy,” the latter of which 

was nominated for Best Original Song at the recent Academy Awards and has won over 

7 awards overall including two with the Neptunes. 
 

Keri Hilson, at the young age of 14, worked with 

producer Anthony Dent. This enabled her to write songs and 

background vocals for several R&B and Pop artists. She 

started out writing songs for Ciara (Like a Boy), Britney 

Spears (Gimme More), Mary J. Blige (Take Me as I Am), 

Omarion (Ice Box), and the Pussycat Dolls (Wait a Minute). 

Hilson has also sung background vocals for Usher, Ludacris, 

Kelly Rowland, Toni Braxton, and Ciara. In 2007, she 

collaborated with producer Timbaland and was featured on 

his song "The Way I Are" which peaked at number three on 

the Billboard Hot 100 and  sold over 3 million units in the U.S. In 2009, Hilson debuted 

her album “In a perfect world,” it certified gold, featuring the hit “Knock You Down.” 
 

Frank Ocean got his start  as a ghostwriter for Justin 

Bieber (Bigger), John Legend (Quickly), and Brandy (1st love). 

When Hurricane Katrina hit, it affected his hometown recording 

studio; bringing Ocean to Los Angeles. Originally, Ocean only 

intended to stay in the city of angels for six weeks, but after 

connecting with people from the music industry, he decided to 

leave school and his family to work on his career. He then got a 



 

songwriting contract which included artists like Beyonce (I Miss You), Jay-Z (Oceans), 

and Pharrell (Sweet Life). In 2011, his first Mixtape, “Nostalgia, Ultra” was released and 

gained a reputation that set him apart from the typical rappers of the time. His first 

public performance was at the Coachella Valley Music and Arts festival. His debut 

studio album, “Channel Orange” earned him six Grammy Award Nominations and 

challenged the R&B community creatively. With his storytelling lyrics and powerful 

vocals, Frank Ocean is one of the fastest up and coming artists in his genre.  
 

Ester Dean is a versatile artist, having written, 

sung, and character voiced throughout her career. 

Raised by her mother, Dean grew up around music and 

sang any chance she got, from Karaoke to a gospel 

choir. She later relocated to Los Angeles and met 

producer Polow da Don. Dean signed-on to Interscope 

Records and wrote for Britney Spears, Rihanna, 

Christina Aguilera, Vanessa White, Priyanka Chopra, G.R.L., Monica, Keri Hilson, 

Keyshia Cole, Kelly Rowland, Katy Perry, Kelly Clarkson, Ciara, Usher, Chris Brown, 

Nicki Minaj, Selena Gomez, Beyoncé, and Mary J. Blige. She then stepped onto the 

spotlight in 2009 with her hit single “Drop It Low” which was featured on the Lebron 

James Documentary, “More Than a Game.” The song peaked at number 38 on the 

Billboard hot 100 chart. Soon after that Dean and her music were featured in films like 

Rio, Burlesque, Ice Age, and WrestleMania XXVIII.   

  

Bruno Mars, a Hawaiian native, started performing at 

the age of 4 as one of the world's youngest Elvis 

impersonators. At the age of 17 Bruno Mars moved to Los 

Angeles in pursuit of a career in music. Although his solo 

musical career didn't take off immediately, Mars met 

producer/song writer Philip Lawrence and the duo began to 

write and produce songs for other artists. Mars then became a 

well respected producer and also wrote songs for Alexandra 

Burke, Travie McCoy, Adam Levine, Brandy, Sean Kingston, 

and Flo Rida. Mars was introduced as a solo artist to the world 

in 2010 with “Nothing on You” and “Billionaire.” Both songs made it within the top ten of 

many music charts. Later that year, his debut studio album “Doo-Wops & Hooligans” 

peaked at number one on the billboard hot 100. His songs weren't only the only thing 

climbing to the top as he became the first performer under 30 and of Puerto Rican 

descent to perform at a Super Bowl halftime show. At the 56th Grammy Awards Mars 

had several nominations for his second studio album “Unorthodox Jukebox.” In 2014, 

Mars made it to Forbes “30 under 30” list and is now working on his third studio album.  



 

6. We're not so different, you and I: 
Common milestones we're all likely to experience  
 

A milestone is a significant event in your life, 
often marking the start of a new chapter. The 
term Milestone comes from the Romans who 
would place roadside markers listing the 
distance to a particular location. But today the 
word is more often used figuratively to refer to 
significant events in life, like graduating from 
college or getting married. It acts as a moment 
of reflection on our personal road or path. A 
milestone can also be a non personal event 
that results in a big change, such as a company's sales milestone. Although we all 
experience life differently, we are likely to experience and consider these important 
milestones in our lives: 
 

Falling in Love: 
Love is the beauty of life. Love brings color in your 
life. You are no longer alone. You have a partner with 
whom you can share your life. Love basically 
completes your life. Falling in love is amazing, but 
falling in love with the person who loves you in return 
is even more splendid. 
 
Attending College: 

Attending college is often referred to as a new chapter 
in life. It marks the start of a person's adult life. In most 
cases, it is both a terrifying and exciting time especially 
for any young adult. It may be the first time away from 
the comforts of home, first job, first failure. You learn to 
live on your own and manage your time due to the 
workload that higher education demands. Weather you 
graduate or not, attending college is a learning 
experience about yourself. 
 

Death of a loved one: 
Death is a very powerful & strong phenomenon. Seeing 
someone die with your own eyes is something which can 
completely change your perspective of life. Death of a 
person can be very horrifying experience, especially of 
someone you love or you are closed to. It seems like a 
constant part of your life has disappeared somewhere 
and you can never get it back, no matter how hard you 



 

try. The most difficult phase is accepting that the person is gone and is never coming 
back; all you are left with are few memories. This is a very important milestone of a 
person’s life. 
 
Buying a house: 
You spend starting years of your life at your parent’s 
house and when you are finally mature enough to live 
on your own, you move out. You are at the brink of what 
we call young adulthood, but you are not in a position of 
buying your place so you rent out a small apartment. 
After completing your education and getting a proper 
job and after the hard work of years, you finally manage 
to save enough money to buy a decent house. That 
occasion of your life holds a very vital importance in a person’s life. 
 

Having children: 
There’s something magical about having a child. It is the 
ultimate symbol of connecting one person to another to 
generate little bundles of joy. You get to witness the 
childhood joy you experienced right before your eyes as 
they grow up. The bond you develop is indescribable and 
nothing can be held the sight your child’s smile. We are 
genetically incapable of feeling anything, but love for them 
and the endorphins of happiness your brain releases 
when you see them is nothing short of being the most 
stupefying part of life. The best part is seeing the cycle 
repeat when your child has a child of their own and you 
get to watch them experience the rest of the joys you had. 

 
Retiring: 
After years and years of work, you finally 
retire. This is the time when your life takes 
a roundabout. You are once again free to 
do whatever you want. You free yourself 
from constant pressure of life. You now 
have time to enjoy the remaining years of 
life with peace; do the things you always 
wanted to do but never had enough time. 
You no longer have to worry about 
earning money, taking care of the children 
or making a successful career; you are through all this now. 
 
Check out some other important milestones in life: 
http://thoughtcatalog.com/erica-gordon/2014/08/the-10-most-important-milestones-in-
your-life/ 
 
  

http://thoughtcatalog.com/erica-gordon/2014/08/the-10-most-important-milestones-in-your-life/
http://thoughtcatalog.com/erica-gordon/2014/08/the-10-most-important-milestones-in-your-life/


 

7. 8 Emotional Moments That Have 

    A Huge Impact On Your Body 
Excerpts from an article by: Kristen Sturt (02/18/2014) 

 

If you’ve ever felt butterflies after hearing “I love you” or become nauseated during a 

breakup, you know emotions hold tremendous power over your physical being. Now, 

science is backing up that idea with studies that confirms these feelings generated by social 

and romantic relationships re directly influence your short- and long-term health. “What you 

feel has a big effect on your immune system,” says Dr. John Arden, Director of Training for 

Mental Health in Northern California for Kaiser Permanente and author of The Brain Bible: 

How to Stay Vital, Productive, and Happy for a Lifetime. “People who are depressed or 

lonely get colds more often. People who are depressed later in life get dementia earlier.” 

So, how do specific emotional moments affect our bodies? Dr. Arden gave us the lowdown: 
 

Receiving a hug 

How it makes you feel: Short-term, your feelings of calm, 

peace, and comfort increase, and your anxiety is reduced. 

Long-term, your memory and sleep improve. Why: Oxytocin, 

a.k.a. the "cuddle hormone” is released during acts of 

affection, including simple, loving squeezes. It’s crucial 

during childbirth, too, since it helps create a bond between 

mom and baby. “We are a species that has thrived on social 

interaction and bonding,” says Dr. Arden. “Hugging, kissing, and touching are all forms 

of intimacy that we hunger from our first hours.”  
 

Laughing at a great joke 

How it makes you feel: It's all good! Your blood pressure, pulse rate, and stress levels 

decrease, and you may even feel a greater resistance to pain. Why: Whether it comes 

from a good one-liner, a hilarious sketch, or your partner’s story about the monkey, 

genuine laughter is a fabulous way to boost your health. “Multiple chemicals are 

involved in laughter,” says Dr. Arden. “For example, GABA, endorphins, serotonin, and 

insulin-like growth factor chemicals that act as an antidepressant and anxiety-reducer." 
 

Being dumped 

How it makes you feel: In the moment, your heart rate slows and you may be in actual, 

physical agony. In the weeks following, gastrointestinal issues, muscle aches, and even 

a weakened immune system can rear their ugly heads. Why: Think of love like drug 

addiction; your body grows used to the dopamine and oxytocin rushes of romance, and 

when they go away, only intense cravings are left. These generally disappear over time, 



 

and can be staved off by social events and exercise, which promote the release of 

dopamine and endorphins. 
 

Making love 

How it makes you feel: How doesn’t it make you feel? Foreplay stimulates your pleasure 

center while increasing feelings of trust and intimacy, while actual orgasm relaxes the 

mind, reducing anxiety and fear. Regular climax is even better, boosting your immune 

system while easing depression, heart disease, and chronic pain. Why: With so many 

emotions involved, sex can’t be dismissed as a purely physical occurrence. “Unlike 

other species that engage in sexual contact to procreate,” says Dr. Arden, “we have 

cultivated sexuality as a way of expressing love, which is why we say ‘making love.’” 

Studies show that orgasm bonds us to our partners on a neurological level, thanks to 

the burst of dopamine, oxytocin, and endorphins released by our brains. The health 

benefits are happy side effects.  

 

Fighting with a loved one 

How it makes you feel: In the heat of the 

moment, your pulse rate and breathing 

increase, your pupils and blood vessels 

dilate, and you may shake with rage. If you 

argue frequently, you put yourself at risk for 

cardiovascular disease. Why: “Fights and arguments stir up the amygdala, and through 

it, the sympathetic nervous system, and for some people the hypothalamic pituitary 

axis,” says Dr. Arden. “Both result in the release of stress chemicals, cortisol, 

norepinephrine, and adrenaline.” This fight-or-flight reaction puts undue stress on the 

heart, and when it happens regularly, spells bad news for your long-term well-being. 

Maybe that's why hostile people tend to seem unhealthy. 
 

Meeting someone new 

How it makes you feel: The first time, your brain will become invigorated and focused. In 

years to come, meeting new people and exposing yourself to novel situations improve 

your memory and help keep dementia at bay. Why: Whether it’s a neighbor or a new 

supermarket cashier, socializing does wonders for your mind, staving off the depression 

and mental cobwebs that go hand in hand with loneliness and isolation. And if that 

socializing has romantic potential? It’s all the better. Dr. Arden says, “Meeting someone 

new opens up a sea of possibilities and uncertainties. If that person is someone whom 

we find attractive, there is a burst of dopamine, especially if the interaction includes 

smiling.” In other words, get flirting! 

 

If you’d like to read the full article please visit: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/18/how-emotions-affect-your-body_n_4782146.html 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/18/how-emotions-affect-your-body_n_4782146.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/18/how-emotions-affect-your-body_n_4782146.html


 

8. How the 70's Changed Music 
 

When you think music of the 70's, the first thing that will probably come up is 

Disco. Although the genre is important, a lot more was going on in the 70's. The 60's 

were a revolutionary time for music, but what happened after the 60's? Writer Shauna 

Kearney says: “the 70’s adopted a trend of relaxing music. Dance music and rock music 

was also the defining genre of the 70’s, though there was the exception of punk that 

became increasingly popular in the mid to late 70’s. 

 

Glam rock: 

Coming from the psychedelic rock age, a new type 

of rock started to develop. In the early 70’s glam 

rock was very popular with artists like T-Rex and  

David Bowie. Glam rock, also known as glitter 

rock, was all about theatricality. Men wore makeup 

and outrageous outfits to match their 

performances. Its style was extremely diversified 

ranging from mythology to pre-war cabaret 

theatrics and is often connected with helping 

define the new perceptions of gender roles. 

Another element of glam rock was its lyrics, many of which were futuristic, about the use 

of narcotics and references to sexuality. The flamboyant genre was short lived as 

production of quality glam rock had reached an end around 1975. The reason was that 

most of the remaining musicians moved on to different projects with a new sound.  

 

Disco: This genre of music is most readily associated with 

the 1970s. With powerhouse voices like Donna Summer, 

Anita Ward, and Gloria Gaynor these women definitely 

embodied the 70's glam diva. Disco became highly 

commercialized after the film Saturday Night Fever (1977), 

which starred John Travolta and featured music from the 

Bee Gees. The soundtrack became one of the highest 

selling albums of all time. Often signified by large afros, a 

disco ball and roller rinks, this music style combined funk 

and soul with pop, salsa, and psychedelic sounds that 

ushered in several extremely popular bands such as ABBA 

(whose music would later be used in the extremely popular 

jukebox musical Mamma-Mia) and the Bee-Gees.  



 

This style of music brought in contrasting dance moves that included “the robot” and 

“the point,” while also promoting sexual behavior through other popular dances like “the 

hustle.” Disco often competed with the rock counterculture and would eventually die 

down by the end of the 70’s with a new focus on the incoming 80’s punk and pop music. 

 

Technology: 

Not only was music changing in the 70's, but 

so was the technology to make it. 

In Britain, options for sound recording were 

few and far between. For example, Abbey 

Road still used an eight track recorder to 

record the Beatles. But that same year, the 

16-track recorder was gaining a loyal following 

in America. Also Apex announced that the 24-

track recorder to follow, but there was little 

interest in it as there was an increased noise 

level. Synthesizers in the 70’s were very expensive and most musicians and studios 

couldn’t afford MOOG synthesizers. A brand called Serge brought out a synthesizer that 

you could build yourself, to suit your own needs. These proved a little more affordable 

and opened a new window for many musicians. And in 1977, the first sampling synth 

was released, allowing artists to record pre-recorded sounds. 

 

Aftereffects: 

The 70's left an influential mark in the music world. The new rock style of the 1980's 

stuck with the glam rock look, big hair, and theatrical performances. Today’s modern  

house music—with the genre’s funky rhythms and futuristic beats—is heavily influenced 

by 70’s disco music.  

 

Interested in more music influences from the 70’s? Check out the link below: 

http://www.retrowaste.com/1970s/music-in-the-1970s/ 

  

http://www.retrowaste.com/1970s/music-in-the-1970s/


 

9. Missed Out On Woodstock? 
    Today’s Music Festival Alternatives 
 

Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival  

Locally, this one is where it is at. This annual music and arts festival is held each 

April in Indio, California, located in the Inland Empire's Coachella Valley. The festival's 

origins trace back to a 1993 concert that Pearl Jam performed at the Empire Polo Club 

while boycotting venues controlled by Ticketmaster. The show lead to the inaugural 

festival  in October 1999, just three months after the disastrous Woodstock '99.Today, 

Coachella is one of the largest, most famous, and most profitable music festivals in the 

United States In 2014, the festival tallied an aggregate attendance of 579,000 over six 

days and grossed a record-breaking $78.3 million. 

 

ULTRA Music Festival 

Named after Depeche Mode's album, Ultra has been 

considered the largest electronic dance music festival 

in the world; only two years younger than Insomniac's 

Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC), it has been known to 

bring in big names like Afrojack, Avicii, Hardwell, 

Steve Aoki, & Tiësto as well as bands like The Cure 

and The Killers who incorporate EDM into their music. Their North American stop takes 

place in Downtown Miami. At UMF you can expect a week full of pool parties leading up 

to the big event featuring 300 artists on several different stages over a three-day period. 

 

Riot Fest 

Riot Fest is a punk, rock and alternative music festival that started in Chicago in 2005. 

Although they have recently expanded to Denver and Toronto, their Chicago festival 

remains the biggest. Riot Fest is big on booking local bands and heavily focuses on the 

punk spectrum, but also brings in hip hop artists like Wu-Tang Club and indie pop artists 

like Tegan and Sara to diversify their acts. Riot Fest sticks to their original vision of 

showcasing new and underground artists by stating: "we also promise never to book 

Justin Bieber or make a Harlem Shake video." 

 

Voodoo Music + Arts Experience 
Voodoo Music Experience, is a multi-day music and arts festival held in New Orleans 

City Park. This annual Halloween fest has hosted over 2,000 artists and close to a 

million fans over its 15-year tenure. Artist range from local talent to big names like Pearl 



 

Jam, Metallica, Eminem, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Tiesto, KISS, Calvin Harris, 

Deadmau5, Snoop Dogg, and Duran Duran. 

 

LollaPalooza 

LollaPalooza is an annual music festival 

composed of popular alternative rock, 

heavy metal, punk rock and hip hop 

bands, dance and comedy 

performances. Created in 1991 as a farewell tour for the band, Jane’s Addiction, this 

festival went till 1997 and began again in 2003 that has run ever since. Originally a 

North American touring festival, in 2005 its format changed to an annual weekend 

festival in Chicago, Illinois. 

 

The Warped Tour 

Sponsored by the skateboard brand Vans, 

The Warped Tour is the largest and longest- 

running music festival touring the United 

States. Each stop is unique as its venues, 

such as parking lots or fields upon which the 

stages and other structures are constructed 

prior to the event. The Warped Tour is also 

known for the way their hardworking crew 

builds stages as well as half pipe ramps for 

concert-goers to skate on. Every year there is a "BBQ Band," which, in exchange for the 

privilege of playing on the tour, the band must prepare the barbecue held for the bands 

and crew most evenings. Although the Warped Tour started out as a punk showcase it 

has given artists like Katy Perry, Blink 182, Black Eyed Peas and Good Charlotte the 

exposure necessary for their career launch. 

 

SXSW 

South by Southwest (SXSW) is a set of film, 

interactive media, and music festivals that 

take place in March in downtown Austin, 

Texas. The music festival portion is known to 

showcase brand new, up-and-coming, 

international and well-known artists. Last year 

more than 28,000 music industry 

professionals and musicians attended six nights of music performed by over 2,300 acts, 

representing 57 foreign countries at over 100 venues. 
 

For other musical festivals check out: http://www.grammy.com/blogs/15-must-attend-us-music-festivals 

http://www.grammy.com/blogs/15-must-attend-us-music-festivals


 

10. Must Have Music Apps 
Whether you want to write like Nilsson or listen to Nilsson these apps are must          

haves for any music buff! 
 

iHeartRadio 
Ranked number 4 on AdAge's Entertainment A-List, iHeartRadio 

functions as both a music recommender system and a live radio 

network that streams from over 800 local Clear Channel radio 

stations across the United States. Users have the ability to listen 

to their favorite local radio station through their phone, video 

game console or desktop, and create channels based off of a 

specific song or artist.  
 

Spotify 
Got a mixtape or playlist idea? Spotify is a music streaming app 

that allows users to build playlist, listen to specific songs, or radio 

stations based off of songs. Users can create and share playlists 

from searched artists from any of the top record companies like 

EMI, Sony, and Warner Music group. If you upgrade to their 

premium service, Spotify allows you to enjoy your music offline and 

ad free.  

Soundcloud 
Soundcloud enables its users to upload, record, promote, and 

share their originally-created sounds for other users to listen to. 

The apps key feature is the ability for artists to upload their 

music with a distinctive URL making it shareable among many 

social media platforms resulting in more exposure. Over half the 

songs that are uploaded are played within the first 30 minutes, 

and 90% of all uploaded tracks receive a listen from at least one 

user.  
 

Suggester 
This app basically formulates chord progressions based on a 

catalog of suggestions for any given key. It’s super user 

friendly – you simply pick a scale, and then build your song 

from the chords that the app suggests. Perfect for learning to 

recognize chords and compose music.  



 

Shazam 
Ever hear a great song and can’t find out who 

sings it? Shazam uses your smartphone's built-in 

microphone to gather a brief sample of the song 

being played and compares it against its central 

database for a match. Once you have a match, 

Shazam displays information such as the artist, 

song title, and album. This unique yet helpful app 

was one of the top ten apps in the world, and has 

more than 100 million monthly active users and 

has been used on more than 500 million mobile 

devices.  

Smule  
Smule isn’t necessarily an app but 

rather a developer responsible for 

music apps like Magic Guitar and 

Sing! Magic Guitar and Magic Piano 

let you play your favorite songs on 

your iPad or phone. It’s as simple as 

following beams of light to guide 

your fingertips to play songs ranging 

from top 40 to classical music. You 

can also use vocals from Sing! and share your creations with friends. Sing! Is a fun and 

interactive way to Karaoke. Users choose a song and either sing along to it as a solo, 

duet, or group performance with users from around the world. Songs are uploaded to 

the database where anyone can listen to them back. 

 

Want to check out these apps? Look at the links below! 

        iHeartRadio           Spotify         Soundcloud 

http://www.iheart.com/          https://www.spotify.com/us/             https://soundcloud.com/ 
 

          Suggester 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/suggester-chord-progression/id504740787?mt=8 
 

            Shazam                                                                                                       Smule 

http://www.shazam.com/                                                                http://www.smule.com/ 

 

READ MORE AT: http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/features/the-10-

best-music-apps-8869804.html 

http://www.iheart.com/
https://www.spotify.com/us/
https://soundcloud.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/suggester-chord-progression/id504740787?mt=8
http://www.shazam.com/
http://www.smule.com/
http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/features/the-10-best-music-apps-8869804.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/features/the-10-best-music-apps-8869804.html


 

A TIMELINE OF HARRY NILSSON’S LIFE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1941- Harry Nilsson born in Brushwick, 

Brooklyn. Later moved to San Bernardino, 

CA, where he would develop his musical 

abilities. 

1962- Nilsson sings 

demos for  

songwriter Scott 

Turner at five  

dollars a recording. 
1963- Nilsson works with  

John Marascalco on a song 

for Little Richard. He was  

offered a contract by Mercury records. 

1964- Composer George Tipton invests his 

life savings financing a recording of four 

Nilsson songs. They sold the recordings to a 

subsidiary of Capitol Records, Tower labels.  

Oct. 24th, 1964- Nilsson 

marries Sandra McTaggart. 

1966- Nilsson  

signs with  

RCA Victor. 

1967- Nilsson releases  

an album,  

Pandemonium  

Shadow Show. It  

becomes a critical  

success.  

1966- Nilsson divorces Sandra.  

1968- Aerial Ballet, an album that 

included Nilsson's rendition of  

Fred Neil's song  

"Everybody's Talkin'" becomes a 

minor US hit. 

 

1969-  

“Everybody’s Talkin’” 

is featured in the film  

Midnight Cowboy,  

becoming a hit and  

earning Nilsson his  

first Grammy Award. 
Dec. 1969- Nilsson marries Diane Clatworthy.  

1968- At a press  

conference, when  

asked about their  

favorite American  

artist John Lennon  

and Paul McCartney say “Nilsson!” 



 

CONTINUED… 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sept. 1992- Nilsson makes one last concert 

appearance by joining Ringo Starr & His All-

Starr Band on stage at Caesar's Palace in Las 

Vegas, Nevada. 

 

Feb. 1993- Nilsson survives a massive heart attack, 

He attempts to complete a final album and finishes the 

vocal tracks for the album with producer Mark 

Hudson, who still has the tapes of that session. 

1974- The album Nilsson Schmilsson 

is released, that included #1 smash  

cover of Badfinger's "Without You"  

as well as the Top 10 hit: "Coconut."  

 

1974- Nilsson divorces Diana. 

Feb. 2nd, 1971- The Point! 

an animated film that  

includes several songs 

from Nilsson’s self-produced 

album is broadcasted. It goes 

on to spawn the hit single,  

"Me and My Arrow". 

1973- When John Lennon  

moves to California during  

his separation from Yoko  

Ono, the two musicians  

rekindled their previously  

developed friendship. 

1976- Nilsson marries Una O'Keeffe. They 

had 6 children as well as 3 grandchildren. Dec. 1980- John Lennon is  

assassinated. Nilsson joins the  

Coalition to Stop Gun Violence  

and makes many performance  

appearances for gun control  

fundraising.  

1985- Nilsson sets up Hawkeye, a 

production company that oversees his 

various film, TV and multimedia projects. 

Jan. 1994-  

Nilsson dies  

from heart  

failure. 

  
2006- Nilsson’s is remembered in the 

documentary, Who Is Harry Nilsson (And 

Why Is Everybody Talkin' About Him)? 



 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT QUESTIONS 
 

What song encapsulates a memory for you? Take a moment to play it (even if 

only in your head). What feelings arise?  

 

What is it that makes a musician great or a song lasting?  

 

If you created a mixed tape (or playlist) to chart the major milestones in your life, 

what songs would you be sure to include?   

 

Should more musicians lay low from the public eye and limit tours like Nilsson? 

 

Do you think music better when experienced live or listened to on your own

 terms? 

 

Who deserves more respect…the writer of a song or the singer who makes it

 famous? Or is it 50/50 in terms of recognition?  

 


